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Do you
wake up on a Monday, feeling, “today is the day I conquer
my dreams”;
or do you wake up complaining why is it a Monday?
go to work with a sprint in your step, full of life;
or do you sleep in the train and drag yourself to work?
walk into your sales meetings feeling “deja vu” about
having already closed the deal;
or do you walk in with a “let’s see what happens” face?
feel you have all the time in life for everything;
or are you chasing time & failing to juggle all areas of life?
experience ease, grace, fun & joy in your day to day living;
or are you merely hustling & bustling through your life?

Do you
feel the love, warmth & freshness in your relationships;
or do you struggle to make it work?
work on mastering fulfilling your long term plan;
or do you find yourself enslaved in firefighting?
take bold risks & have clarity in making important decisions;
or do you find yourself indecisive, confused & fearful?
feel fit, healthy & full of energy;
or do you say they are most important but “I don’t have time”?
fulfil what is of greatest importance to you;
or do you find yourself aimlessly busy?
live a created life;
or are you simply going through life?

What if
you found a way to produce TANGIBLE RESULTS &
make your dreams a reality?
you pursued those things that you always wanted
to do?
you could finish your current work in half the time?
you hit your targets way before your deadlines?
you had 8 days in a week?
you had enough time to put your best at work,
spend quality time with family & fulfill your hobbies
& dreams all at the same time?

What if

Work

we told you, there is
a way to actually
make all of this a
reality – as real as
the breath that you
are taking right now!

Dream

Hit your Targets at Work

Fulfill your Biggest Dreams

Have to Do
Transform ‘Have to Do’ to ‘Fun to Do’

Introducing

COLLO

Family
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Spend Quality Time with Family

In the
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Get rid of “I will do it later”
Transform your Unproductive Habits
by Mastering our Proprietary
Games Unleashed Model
Change your Life forever by
Learning to Produce

TANGIBLE RESULTS

The
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isn’t about
Giving you more knowledge
Giving you management tips & tricks
Giving you intellectual stimulation
Giving you insights
Making you feel good
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tenet
/'t?n?t,'ti?n?t/
noun
plural noun: tenets

Our
Tenets
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Meaning: a principle, belief, or doctrine generally held to be
true; especially: one held in common by members of
an organization, movement, or profession
Synonyms:

principle, belief, doctrine, precept, creed, credo, article of faith,
dogma, canon, rule; theory, component of a theory, thesis,
conviction, persuasion, idea, view, opinion, position, hypothesis,
postulation, presumption; ideology, code of belief, teaching(s)
"recycling is a core tenet of the environmental faith"

Walking the Talk
Producing Tangible Results
Creating Work-life Balance
Transforming Unproductive Habits

The
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is about
Breaking those unproductive habits that are stopping you
Developing habits that will create focus, clarity, power & freedom
Practicing taking actions week after week & applying what you
may already know
Creating a rhythm to balance work, family, dreams & have-to-dos
Monitoring & reviewing your progress, realizing gaps &
overcoming them
Developing competency to produce tangible results

The COLLO

UIUM Structure

Simply put
The Colloquium is an eco-system that grounds you deeply into

fulfilling your core purpose through hardcore
planning, being in action & producing results
in a time bound manner
You will find the Colloquium naturally fit into your life as an

implementation system for any discipline, training
programs, courses or philosophies that you may believe in
It puts you
into action
&
makes you apply

what you already believe in,
what you already know &
what you already have

How does the COLLO
What gets
measured
gets done.
What gets
measured &
fed back gets
done well.
What gets
rewarded
gets repeated.
- John E. Jones
The spirit of
Colloquium
gets
communicated
in the above
quote

UIUM work?

8.1

Using our popular 8.1 Weekly Planning template, you
create an extraordinary week full of tangible results &
actions to accomplish them after meticulous consideration
for all your other time commitments

3.2

Adopting our introspective 3.2 Finding Purpose form
& a calendar you live by what you create for yourself
during the week instead of people & circumstances
dictating what you can do & can’t do

7.7

Filling our candid 7.7 Evaluation Surveys allow you
to monitor your progress, get complete about what’s
incomplete, reflect on changes in your habits & learn from
your experiences

2.2

Studying our simple 2.2 Games Unleashed Model
you will review your gaps in keeping your promises to
yourself, week after week & distinguish for yourself what
will make you walk the talk & produce tangible results
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Our Assumptions
We do not claim to be experts in your business
But we are experts in unleashing layers & layers of
clarity in you with respect to anything in your life
You may already know the “how to” about any result
that you intend to produce
Through our walk the talk approach & our eco-system,
we persuade you to do what you need to do & follow
what you need to follow; so that your useful theories &
knowledge can transcend into actions & results

COLLO
The Colloquium has hardcore practice sessions where we will
hand-hold you & make you implement a system that gets
you to accomplish what matters the most to you over 10
weeks.
You will be working on live games & projects, one at work,
one at home, one about something you always dreamt about
& one that you have to do & have been avoiding so far.
You will experience a significant progress in each of these
projects by the end of the Colloquium. Statistically speaking,
80% participants complete 75% of the projects that they
start in the Colloquium by the end of the Colloquium or in
three months after the Colloquium. None of these projects
were obvious projects that were going to happen anyway.

UIUM

Our
Approach
We will match
your
commitment to
produce the
results you really
want to!

3 Parts to the Sessions
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1
Reviewing

You will realize what made you produce results from last week &
what came in the way when you did not produce the results. You will
then see what was missing for you & create new access in similar
situations in future.

T O

2
Planning

This is the time you will be spending with yourself in the sessions
QUIETLY. You will practice planning the next 7 days of your life every
week so that you are always upto accomplishing what matters the
most to you in your life, creating work breakdown structures of your
projects into actionable items, implement our system & make our
perspectives operational to circumstances in your life.

3
Learning

Our Practical Exercises will enable you to confirm in your own
experience that when our system & perspectives are applied in your
life, your view of what you are doing or handling currently will
transform. You will see how they are directly relevant to you, your
circumstances & your projects. As you choose the new view & follow
the steps, you will naturally have a dramatic rise in your productivity.

TH EE
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Work Projects

Tangible Results
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(of previous participants)

Did 342 Crore of Sales in a quarter when I joined the Company, they had
done 114 Crore of Sales in 8 months.
Brought down outstanding of over 120 days to 3.2 Crore compared to
standard 6.5 Crore for the last 6 years.
Collected PO worth Rs. 1.32 Crore in 3 months.
Last year’s Turnover was 36 lakhs.
Did record 3 times more sales in Diwali compared to sales in Diwali for the
last 9 years in Business.
Made 13.5 Crore in Stock markets in 3 months by giving up the fear of
trading in bad market conditions.
Did 3 times more business in 3 months compared to last year’s turnover
with no change in circumstances.

Dream Projects
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Tangible Results

(of previous participants)
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8 Participants have bought a house out of participating in the Colloquium
which previously they thought was not possible. All 8 of them paid the
token to buy the property during the Colloquium or in 3 months after the
Colloquium.
Took 7 days & learned professional Ice Skiing.
Did skiing for ½ km without sticks.
Bought all professional gears for videography & photography. Got my first
big assignment to pay for it while I am still in my final year of College.
Started writing a book of short stories for children. Found a publisher!
A 5 year old dream now taking shape in reality!
Completed reading more than 24 books. Before the colloquium I would read
1 or 2 in a year!
Started recording videos for my You Tube Channel. 4 videos out of 21 done.

Have to Do Projects

Tangible Results
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(of previous participants)

Lost 14 kgs in 4 months & 7 inches of waist.
Avoided a major kidney stone surgery. Started going for walks every day in
the morning. Gave up newspaper to create time.
Got the Company Website done which was pending for over 3.5 years.
Got my health check up done. Got mother’s health check up done.
My wife is now actively taking care of my mother’s health. Have been
avoiding for over 2 years.
Learned computer & now I am managing all my business through the
computer only. Bought a new computer & it is password protected so that
Husband doesn’t use it.

Family Projects

Tangible Results
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(of previous participants)

Resolved major family fights & difference of opinions in the house.
Took a vacation to Hongkong & Macau for 8 days instead of originally
planned Dubai Trip for 5 days & spent 3 times more.
Earned the money as well.
Hosted a big party to celebrate 50 years of parents’ anniversary. Total
Dhamaal. Made 100 people play antakshari. Created memories for lifetime.
Taking parents for darshan along with my kids every fortnight to different
temples. Father still thinks I committed some sin when actually, I just
realized that time with family is now or never.
Visited my mother in Chennai leaving husband & kids behind for over a
week. Did skype calls with family & I always thought computer, technology
& internet is not my cup of tea. Made people do Ganesh Darshan over skype.
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What is in it for

Achieve your goals with ease & grace week after week

YOU?

Save three hours everyday for the rest of your life
Accomplish those projects that always mattered to you
where time, clarity & resources were reasons that
stopped you

Time Management
Clarity (Awareness)
Work-life Balance
Productivity

Make your stress disappear & create sustainable work-life
balance
Convert everything you ‘have to do’ into ‘fun to do’ & live
a purpose driven life
Prepare a master plan of any project & execute it through
completion

Colloquium
is the
‘Bhagvad
Gita’ to
produce
actions &
results in all
areas of life.
It has
answers to all
questions on
Productivity.

Work is now
reduced to 2
hours a day. I
am working
5 days a
week. I am
able to
spend my
weekends
for
recreation &
with Family.

Cured a
prolonged
kidney trouble
without any
surgery,
thanks to
walking
regularly as a
habit.
Recovered
money stuck
for over 2
years.

Colloquium is
not a
preaching
program.
Everyone is
walking the
talk here. It is
hardcore
actions &
results. I am
inspired. I
have clarity
now.

Sunjoy
Mittal

Deepak
Patel

Shankar
Walvekar

Rishabh
Nagwekar

CEO
Pamas Entertainment

Yoga
Guru

Director
UPS Files

Director
Gautam Global
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Who leads the

COLLO

UIUM ?

Manan Vasa is a CA. He completed Advanced Program
on Project Management from IIM Kozhikode & Executive
Program in Sales & Marketing from IIM Calcutta.
Manan has 13 years of experience & he has trained over 6,500
people. In 2014 alone, he trained over 1700 CAs in enhancing
their performance & effectiveness for ICAI.
His firm ‘Unleashed’ provides systems, designing &
implementation solutions (non-technical), operations & practical
management consulting, project management (non-technical),
human productivity consulting, training & executive coaching.
He has been a business consultant & a productivity coach to
various CEOs of Public Ltd. Companies & SMEs, Film Directors,
Professionals, Businessmen, Doctors, CAs, Artistes & people
from varied background to get them to have their companies &
teams work in an organized & an efficient manner & in creating
standard operating procedures, management systems &
processes to run the operations of such enterprises effectively.
Manan Vasa’s Detailed Linkedin Profile:
https://in.linkedin.com/in/mananvasa

What people say about Manan Vasa
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In my 15 years of professional career I would have attended approx 50 trainings & I would like to
mention Manan, my current trainer is the finest I have met. No doubt all the trainers I got trained in
the past were good but Manan is an exceptional trainer. I will explain what I mean, Manan is the
only trainer who is interested / committed that every participant benefits out of his training. Not
only does he brings the best from his participants during training but he also follows up post
training, which no other trainer does. All other trainers would leave their contact number / email
address & say please call if needed. Manan chases his participants till they achieve what they were
committed to achieve. Another differentiating factor about Manan is he takes his participants
feedback very seriously, he is ready to learn & I must confidently say he is improving every session,
again most trainers take feedback but it only goes back in their files for record, no one seriously
takes action. I would also like to acknowledge Manan's hardwork & preparation before training, it's
exemplary. To sum it up I am glad to have got trained under the most passionate trainer I have met
in my life i.e. Manan Vasa.

Nimesh Mehta
Head - Business Development, Products & Customer Service ASK Investment Advisors Pvt Ltd
Manan is a dynamite with a smile. With his power pack approach he transforms normal human
beings into genuinely productive & effective professional. A coach who is always with you & ensure
that you win all the time by crossing all the limits/boundaries.

Brajesh Singh Rawat
VP & Business Head snapdeal.com

What people say about Manan Vasa
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Manan is a rare breed of professionals who "Walks the Talk". My interactions with him have always
been very fruitful & productive. His keen eyes & ears unearthed speech habits that ran my life but I
never knew they existed. To all successful people, he is the right person to propel the effectiveness
to a new orbit.

Chintan Thakkar
CFO & Executive Director Info Edge (naukri.com fame)
I acknowledge Manan for his commitment, methodology of inspiring the participants, his conduct,
his faith in the content & being present to our lives. His learning of the last 8 years at IIMs & other
places clearly show up in his content & his real life practical examples. I would any time rate him as
the most influential person in my life on the lines of parents & teachers who make a lasting impact
on how we lead our lives. He deserves an 8/10 in Leadership Training, if Harvard were to be rated
10. I would rate IIM, Ahmedabad at 7.8 on the same scale if I had to compare him with my MBA
course there. Manan has got GOLD! He should sell it to the world! He is a Star! A person can
conquer the world with his coaching & training.
WHETHER THE WORLD REALIZES HIS WORTH IN TIME OR NOT IS A MYSTERY. I KNOW THAT I DID!”

Dr. Devanand Nath
Obesity & Sports Medicine Specialist, Consultant - Transfusion Medicine Fortis Hospital
For more Testimonials - https://in.linkedin.com/in/mananvasa

Register now to
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Double your productivity

Make your stress disappear

Be in control of your life

Work with focus & clarity

UIUM

COLLO

TRAINING

+91-80970 10410

CONSULTING

UIUM

ADVISORY

manan@unleashed.in

www.unleashed.in

C-6, Gambhir Ind. Est., Kotkar Road, Off Aarey Road,
Next to Pravasi Ind. Est., Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400 063

